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Assesing Educational  Software
The  Four-F  test



FREEDOM

HYPOTHESIS REQUIREMENTS

Openness:  Free-‐Open  Source  Software  (FOSS)

FLEXIBILITY Available  in  different  languages  and  platforms
Supporting  different  data  formats
Suitable  for  different  potential  users

FUNCTIONALITY Providing  a  wide  range  of  operations
Interacting  with  different  statistical  software  
Allowing  different  levels  of  use
Providing  functional  output

FRIENDLINESS Intuitive  and  Friendly  interface
Understanding  facilitation  through  graphs,  
tables,  database,  …
Learning  materials  available

The  Four  F  Test



Assesing Educational  Software:  
Freedom



EHEA  COMPETENCES
EDUCATIONAL  ADVANTAGES  OF  

FOSS  (CENATIC)

Creativity

Critical and  self-‐critical
capability

Learning capability

Problem Solving

Ethic compromise

Analysis and  synthesis

Capability for Teamwork

Adaptability

Capability for working
autonomously

Knowledge updating

1. Contributes to educate free, independent, 

critic and autonomous people.

2. Allows the use of educational tools

adapted to students

3. Creates a community of shared

knowledge

4. Facilitates the free election of technology

5. Changes rapidly, helping to efficiently

solve problems

6. Success stories in the Spanish

educational framework

7. Allows Costs savings

8. Provides students with the same

educational tools at school and at home, 

100% legally

9. Guarantees security

10.Facilitates the innovation of products and 

services
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Four-F  Test:  Objective  Evidence



Online  Survey:  Econometrics  Courses







Gretl in  Statistical  and  Econometric  Methods
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Gretl in  Econometrics
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Four-F  Test:  Online  Questionnaire







Four-F  Test:  Flexibility



Students´level of satisfaction with different aspects, according to a 
Lickert scale from 1 to 5 (n=145)

Binary answers from students´online surveys (n=145)

Four-F  Test  



Four-F  Test:  Results



CONCLUDING  REMARKS
-The Four-F test includes the requirements of Freedom, 
Flexibility, Functionality and Friendliness.
-Empirical evidence provided by online surveys confirm 
that students perceive Gretl as a free, flexible and 
friendly tool.
-Concernin functionality, some difficulties are found 
with regard to the most demanding aspects such as the 
console or workfile management.
-The most positive results correspond to the flexibility, 
the perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use 
which are expected to positively influence learning.
-Further efforts are needed in order to improve Gretl´s
use. 
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